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Build your ownBuild your own

Exploration begins at home…Or rather, on the driveway.

The robust and spacious Škoda Kodiaq is eager to turn 
every family drive into a voyage of discovery. 

Kodiaq makes its intentions clear from the very start, with 
striking design details, ensuring you’ll be driving an SUV 
that looks fantastic and performs just as well.

Bolstered by protective assets all round, such as wheel 
arch covers and reinforced front and rear bumpers, along 
with the stunning LED Matrix headlights, an array of 
features is on hand to keep you safe on every adventure. 

Kodiaq caters for larger families with the availability of 
seven seats. The even more adventurous can tackle any 
terrain with the optional 4x4 drive.

Horizons
broadened
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Full LED Matrix headlights
This adaptive system provides different 
lighting modes for various situations 
and weather conditions, such as driving 
in the city, on the motorway, in the rain 
or fog. 

Rear LED lights (high 
functionality) 
The tail lights are eye-catching with 
their crystalline structures and form the 
Škoda-typical C-shaped light cluster. 
They are standard across the range, 
equipped with dynamic indicators and an 
animated welcome effect.

Panoramic Sunroof
This electrically adjustable panoramic 
sunroof and blind provides extra sunlight 
and fresh air at the simple touch of  
a button.

Wheels
A choice of alloy wheel options are 
available, giving you the opportunity 
to uniquely personalise the Kodiaq’s 
distinctive exterior. 

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

Designed to 
make a statement
The Kodiaq isn’t just a car built to take on the toughest 
terrains with ease. Its tornado lines, precise edges and 
crystalline influences add to its distinguished style.
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First-class travel for up to 
seven passengers
With many clever features designed to make your life just a little 
easier, the only thing not packed into the Kodiaq’s stylish interior 
are your passengers.

Build your own

Tri-zone Climate Control
Part of the Winter pack – heated front and 
rear seats, this intelligent system enables 
different temperatures to be set for the 
driver, co-driver and rear passengers.

LED Interior light pack
Selecting the Kodiaq’s LED ambient 
lighting is anything but a black and white 
decision. From the understated to the 
unapologetically bold, ten colour options 
are available.

Personalisation options
The infotainment system enables different 
drivers to save their individual preferences, 
from seat positioning and driving mode to 
ambient light settings.

Models shown are not UK specification.  
Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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Direct shift gearbox (DSG)
DSG automatically adapts to 
your driving style, whilst taking 
road conditions into account.  It 
reduces the strain on the engine 
and stress to  the driver, by 
deciding when to change gear, 
leaving you free to concentrate 
on the journey.

Dynamic chassis control
This feature lets you switch 
between six driving modes, 
giving you added comfort, 
power or grip, depending on 
the terrain.

Four-wheel drive
The 4x4 system is designed 
to smoothly distribute the 
torque between front and rear 
axles automatically, to help you 
maintain control and stability.

Fuel-efficient engines
Whether you favour petrol 
or diesel, you’ll find a clever 
engine to suit.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

Front-runner
The radically different look to Kodiaq is at it’s most striking when 
viewed head-on. A newly designed bonnet, grille, headlights and 
bumper with spoiler underline a confident expression, setting  
the tone as you get on your way.
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Smartlink
SmartLink enables you to connect  
your smartphone through the 
infotainment system with Apple 
CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ as 
standard across the range.

Conectivity to go 
wherever you go
By enabling you to be fully online on the move, the 
Kodiaq helps you stay connected wherever your 
adventure takes you. Thanks to its smart assistance 
systems, you’ll also know the best places to park, 
shortcuts to take and routes to avoid.

Škoda connect &  
Navigation system
The new Škoda Connect system turns 
the Kodiaq into a fully interconnected 
car. Infotainment Online provides 
satellite navigation, traffic reports 
and calendar updates. With Proactive 
Services the car will contact your Škoda 
Retailer to arrange a service.   
 

Finally, Emergency Call will contact the 
emergency services in the event of an 
accident  to get you the help you need.
The Columbus satellite navigation with 
9.2" touchscreen display and integrated 
Wi-Fi will get you from A to B, but 
why stop there? With its Bluetooth®, 
SmartLink and Wi-Fi capability, it offers 
more connectivity on-the-go.

Click here to go to Škoda Connect.

Virtual cockpit
Put all the information you need right in front of your eyes with the customisable 
10.25" digital display. It replaces the traditional instrument dials and can be 
customised with four views (Classic, Basic, Extended and Modern). A fifth Sports 
view is available for SportLine models. 

Images shown may not be UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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More room to please

With one of the best luggage capacities in its  
class, you no longer need to compromise on what you pack.  

With the rear seats folded (five seat versions), there’s a remarkable  
2,065 litres of space available. That means ample room for everything that’s  

important to you. The remote release button makes folding the rear seats easy.

Models shown are not UK specification.

An interior for lovers of 
wide open space
There’s always room for more toys, more snacks and the occasional 
four-legged friend. After all, life’s too short to let anything ever get in 
the way of quality family time away. Especially a lack of space.

Jumbo box
Equipped with cup holders and handy 
storage compartments, the Jumbo 
Box will store your gadgets, house 
keys and books.

Spacious storage
Several spacious storage 
compartments have been included 
in the interior to help you keep it 
looking its best. 

Build your own
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Door edge protection
Part of Family pack, all side doors can be 
fitted with plastic strips that eject upon 
opening and cover the edge of the door. Ideal 
when you’re in a tight parking spot.

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

Umbrella storage
A spot of rain will never dampen your 
spirits again thanks to the umbrella 
located in the front door.

Fuel door
With fuel-fill protection, you’ll never load 
up with the wrong fuel again. You’ll also 
find a handy ice scraper on the fuel door 
for those frosty mornings.

Virtual pedal
On-hand when none of yours 
are free. Simply use a ‘kick 
motion’ underneath the luggage 
compartment to open the boot.

Clever design with 
a human touch
At Škoda we believe the best ideas are those that make our lives 
simpler. That’s why the Kodiaq is full of practical touches to ensure 
every trip is easy.

Build your own
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Pedestrian monitor 
Whether it’s a child chasing a loose ball 
or an adult glued to their smartphone 
screen, if someone unexpectedly crosses 
your path the Pedestrian Monitor 
automatically reduces your car’s speed 
to help prevent a collision.

On the lookout
With a host of camera and radar-based 
assistance systems making continual 
assessments, you’ll have peace of mind - 
wherever you’re driving.

Travel assist
The onboard camera recognises and displays 
key traffic signs on the digital display or virtual 
cockpit and navigation system, helping you 
to be safer behind the wheel. Also features 
adaptive lane assist, predictive adaptive 
cruise control and traffic jam assist.

Full LED matrix headlights
See more of the road ahead with the 
adaptive front light system, cornering 
function, all weather lighting system and 
integrated headlight washers.

Blind spot detect
An extra set of eyes on the road that 
monitors the blind spots allowing you to 
manoeuvre safely.

Park assist
This function removes the stress of 
reverse and parallel parking by 
identifying if the parking spot is big 
enough before automatically steering 
into the space for you.

Multi-collision brake
In the unthinkable event you have an 
accident in your Kodiaq, the Multi-
Collision Brake system will automatically 
slow the car to help protect you from any 
further collisions.

Always looking out  
for your safety

Images shown may not be UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.
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SportLine

Images displayed may not be UK specification and may contain optional equipment.

SE L Executive
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Build your ownDiscover more

Models shown are not UK specification. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

Electrically operated boot as standard, with optional virtual pedal

19" Cursa anthracite alloy wheels Full LED Matrix headlights with AFS (adaptive front light system), cornering 
function and AWL (all weather lighting system)

Standard equipment  
SE L Executive

Wheels
• 19" Cursa anthracite alloy wheels 

Exterior
• Chrome styling including front grille 

and window surrounds
• Chrome roof rails
• Electrically adjustable, heated and 

foldable driver-side auto-dimming 
door mirrors with boarding spots and 
memory function

• Full LED Matrix headlights with  
AFS (adaptive front light system), 
corneringfunction and AWL  
(all weatherlighting system)

• Rear LED lights (high functionality) with 
welcome effect and dynamic indicators

Interior
• Two-spoke leather multifunction 

steering wheel with paddles for DSG
• Linear diamonds decotated inderts
• Leather upholstery 
• Heated front seats
• Seven seats
• Electrically adjustable drivers seat  

with memory function

Kodiaq SE L Executive
With an impressive amount of standard equipment, the  
Kodiaq SE L Executive is the perfect blend of practicality  
and specification.

Entertainment and 
communication
• Amundsen satellite navigation  

with 8" touchscreen display and 
integrated Wi-Fi

• Drive mode select
• 10.25" virtual cockpit

Comfort and convenience
• Electrically operated boot
• Decorative door sills in the front
• Dual-zone climate control with 

humidity sensor and control
• Rear-view camera
• Front and rear parking sensors
• Light and rain sensors
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Models shown are not UK specification. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

Kodiaq SE L Executive

Leather upholestry with ventilated front seats and massage function

Recommended options

Leather upholstery with ventilated front 
seats and massage function
 Includes electrically adjustable front seats with 
memory function, cushion depth adjustment, 
electrically adjustable lumbar support. 

Panoramic sunroof
 Allows natural light to flood in, and looks great both 
inside and out. 

19" Procyon alloy wheels with anthracite 
aero covers
Including anti-theft wheel bolts.

Traffic sign recognition
Uses the multi-function camera to recognise 
and display traffic signs on the virtual cockpit and 
navigation displays.

 

LED interior light pack with front  
door pocket illumination and Škoda  
logo projection
 Enhance the comfort to your interior with ambient 
lighting. Includes LED strips in the front and rear doors 
with a choice of 10 colours, LED footwell lighting and 
LED reading lights. 

Panoramic sunroofTraffic sign recognition 19" Procyon alloy wheels with anthracite aero covers
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Kodiaq 
SportLine
Sharper, sleeker, sportier

The Kodiaq SportLine delivers refinement and 
exhilaration in equal part. Exterior features  
include the gloss black front grille, chrome  
exhaust pipe and elegant body painted  
side sills, while the car’s sports credentials  
are further enhanced in the interior  
through carbon fibre finish detailing  
and Microsuede sports seating.

Models shown are not UK specification. Excludes drawers under driver and front passenger seats. Information regard-
ing tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

Build your own
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Models shown are not UK specification. Excludes drawers under driver and front passenger seats. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

Discover more Build your own

Kodiaq SportLineStandard equipment 

Sport steering wheel
The three-spoke leather 
sport multifunction steering 
wheel with silver stitching 
puts everything you need at 
your fingertips. DSG models 
also feature aluminium 
gearshift paddles.

LED interior light pack
Selecting the Kodiaq’s LED 
ambient lighting is anything  
but a black and white decision. 
From the understated to  
the unapologetically bold, 10 
colour options are available.

Black styling
The striking black radiator 
grille, door mirrors and roof 
railings give the SportLine’s 
dynamic silhouette an 
edgier and sportier look. 

20" Vega 
alloy wheels
The 20” Vega anthracite 
alloy wheels further 
enhance the sportiness of 
the SportLine’s exterior.

Microsuede  
Sports Seats
The black Microsuede 
sports seats with diamond 
stitching let you know that 
you're sitting in something 
special. The interior is 
finished with grey stitching 
on the seats, armrests, 
door panels and dashboard.

Recommended Options

Electrically adjustable front seats  
with memory function
Make swapping between drivers seamless with the 
memory function on electrically adjustable front seats.

 
 
Dynamic Chassi Control (DCC) 
including off-road function when 
in combination with 4x4
Enhance the experience of different driving modes with 
Dynamic Chassis Control, which adapts the steering 
and suspension to perfectly match your mood.

 

Lane assist
The lane assist system will alert you if your 
Kodiaq strays from a lane unintentionally.

 

Park Assist
Let your Kodiaq do the parking for you. 
Park assist will park the car in parallel or bay spaces.

 

Electrically folding tow bar with adapter
No more manually operating your tow bar - simply 
press a button in the luggage compartment.
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On the road and P11D pricing

Kodiaq SE L Executive (7 seat) VED Band Insurance group (50) Recommended Basic VAT RRP Recommended OTR* BiK 2023/24* P11D value

1.5 TSI 150PS DSG ACT** I 21E £31,183.33 £6,236.67 £37,420.00 £38,730.00 37% £38,030.00

2.0 TSI 190PS DSG 4x4 J 27E £34,091.67 £6,818.33 £40,910.00 £42,615.00 37% £41,520.00

2.0 TDI 150PS DSG SCR** H 22E £33,070.83 £6,614.17 £39,685.00 £40,605.00 34% £40,295.00

2.0 TDI 150PS DSG 4x4 SCR** I 23E £34,495.83 £6,899.17 £41,395.00 £42,705.00 37% £42,005.00

2.0 TDI 200PS DSG 4x4 SCR J 28E £35,487.50 £7,097.50 £42,585.00 £44,290.00 37% £43,195.00

Kodiaq SportLine (7 seat)

1.5 TSI 150PS DSG ACT** I 21E £32,612.50 £6,522.50 £39,135.00 £40,445.00 37% £39,745.00

2.0 TSI 190PS DSG 4x4 J 27E £35,520.83 £7,104.17 £42,625.00 £44,330.00 37% £43,235.00

2.0 TDI 150PS DSG 4x4 SCR** I 23E £35,925.00 £7,185.00 £43,110.00 £44,420.00 37% £43,720.00

2.0 TDI 200PS DSG 4x4 SCR J 28E £36,916.67 £7,383.33 £44,300.00 £46,005.00 37% £44,910.00

Pricing valid as of 4th April 2023.         

*  The recommended ‘on the road’ prices and any VED charges quoted reflect the VED charges which apply to vehicles registered after 1st April 2023. Choice of wheels and other options may affect fuel consumption, BiK and emissions data (which may affect the amount of VED 
payable and therefore the ROTR price). The price and charges you pay may differ from any prices or charges displayed or quoted before 1st April 2023.

**  Only available from stock. Please check availability with your local Škoda Retailer.

   From 6 April 2020, the official CO2 emissions values used to calculate benefit in kind (BIK) charges for fleet channels will change for passenger car registrations in the UK. This is due to a change in the method of testing. The BIK charges quoted reflect the charges which apply 
to vehicles registered after 6 April 2020. These charges may differ from any charges displayed or quoted before 6 April 2020.

 Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.
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Personalise 
your Kodiaq

Build your own
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Paint options

Exclusive colour

Metallics

Solid colour

Energy blue*

Race blueBrilliant silver

Graphite grey Moon white Black magic pearl-effect

Velvet red

* Energy Blue not available on SportLine.      ** Meteor Grey not available on SE L Executive.      *** Petrol Blue not available on SportLine.
   Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary from those shown as screen technology does not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours. Your Škoda Retailer will be pleased to advise you.

Special colour

Meteor grey**

Petrol blue***
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Wheels and suspension S
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18" Triglav alloy wheels.  O - FOC FOC

19" Procyon alloy wheels with anthracite aero covers O - £95.83 £115.00

Dynamic Chassis Control (DCC) including off-road function when in combination with 4x4. Allows the driver to adapt the chassis properties 
to their preference or needs. The system is designed to continuously evaluate to various driving situations, adapting the damping and steering 
characteristics. The available modes for DCC are normal, comfort and sport.

O O £1,145.83 £1,375.00

Paint

Solid colour (Energy Blue). - FOC FOC

Special colour (Meteor Grey). - FOC FOC

Metallic and pearl effect colours. O £550.00 £660.00

Exclusive colour (Velvet Red – only available on SE L Executive). O - £870.83 £1,045.00

- O £325.00 £390.00

Exterior

Rough road package Includes engine guard and under stone guard. O O £275.00 £330.00

Tow Bar Preparation. Please note, if a tow bar or tow bar preparation is not fitted on the car, the VIN plate may not show any towing weights 
and the car will never be eligible for towing. As such it may not be possible to retrospectively fit a tow bar if the car is not fitted with tow bar 
preparation at Factory. Please speak to your Retailer to confirm the exact towing eligibility.

O O £175.00 £210.00

Electrically folding tow bar with adapter The release is controlled electronically using a switch in the luggage compartment. An LED  
indicator in the tow bar switch provides the tow bar position information: when the tow bar is secured (out or folded away)  the indicator  
is on permanently or flashes if the tow bar is not secured against movement and needs to be secured manually.

O O £987.50 £1,185.00

Interior

Panoramic sunroof. O O £1,500.00 £1,800.00

Electrically adjustable front seats with memory function. Includes electrically adjustable lumbar support. This option removes the drawer 
under driver and front passenger seats.

O O £412.50 £495.00

Leather upholstery with ventilated front seats includes electrically adjustable front seats with memory function, cushion depth adjustment  
and electrically adjustable lumbar support. This option removes the drawer under the driver and front passenger seats.

- O £1,379.17 £1,655.00

Leather upholstery with ventilated front seats and massage function includes electrically adjustable front seats with memory function,  
cushion depth adjustment, electrically adjustable lumbar support. Only available with black upholstery. This option removes the drawer under 
driver and front passenger seats.

O - £666.67 £800.00

Folding tables on front seat backrests. O - £125.00 £150.00

Rear seat backrest release. O O £83.33 £100.00

Partition net screen. O O £150.00 £180.00

Waste bin in door panel. O O £33.33 £40.00

LED interior light pack with front door pocket illumination and Škoda logo projection. Includes LED strips in the front and rear doors with  
a choice of 10 colours, LED footwell lighting, LED reading lights and Linear diamonds decorative inserts.

O £245.83 £295.00

Optional equipment

O Optional ● Standard – Not available
Please note: Some combinations of options can cause the vehicle to be unbuildable.  
Please speak to your local Škoda Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk to configure your required specification. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.
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Textile floor mats with lounge steps in rear (middle row for 7-seats). Not available in combination with Textile floor mats. O - £200.00 £240.00

- O £125.00 £150.00

Manual roller blinds for rear windows. O O £187.50 £225.00

Smoker’s Pack. O O £41.67 £50.00

Family Pack includes electric child locks, door edge protection, manual roller blinds for rear side windows and bin in door panel. O O £187.50 £225.00

Sleep Pack includes special design rear-seat headrests, tinted rear windows, mechanical sun blind for side windows in the rear and textile floor 
mats with lounge steps in rear. Not available in combination with textile floor mats.

O O £304.17 £365.00

Comfort and convenience

Winter pack - heated front seats. Includes heated front seats, heated steering wheel, heated windscreen and heated windscreen washer 
nozzles. Heated front seats are standard on SE L Executive and SportLine.

O - £445.83 £535.00

O £350.00 £420.00

Winter pack - heated front and rear seats. Includes heated front and rear seats, heated steering wheel, tri-zone climate control, 
heated windscreen, and heated windscreen washer nozzles. Heated front seats are standard on SE L Executive and SportLine.

O - £658.33 £790.00

- O £591.67 £710.00

Third key O O £45.83 £55.00

Virtual Pedal. Enables touch-free boot opening via a motion sensor under the rear bumper. If the system identifies the authorised key and  
detects the 'kick' motion, the boot will open or close.

O O £187.50 £225.00

Driver assistance

Park assist. Parks the car in parallel or bay spaces. Includes front and rear parking sensors. O O £329.17 £395.00

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). O O £458.33 £550.00

Progressive steering. O £1,329.17 £1,595.00

Lane assist. A camera-based function which is designed to keep the vehicle within its lane and if necessary, alert the drive of an unwanted  
lane change.

O O £387.50 £465.00

Traffic sign recognition. Uses the multifunction camera to recognise and display traffic signs on the digital display or virtual cockpit and 
navigation displays. Only available in combination with lane assist.

O O £87.50 £105.00

Travel Assist. Includes traffic sign recognition, adaptive lane assist, predictive adaptive cruise control and traffic jam assist. DSG engines  
also have emergency assist.

O O £920.83 £1,105.00

Driver alert with fatigue sensor. O O £41.67 £50.00

Entertainment and communication

Columbus satellite navigation with 9.2"  touchscreen display and integrated Wi-Fi including web radio. O £854.17 £1,025.00

USB-C port by rear view mirror (charging only). O O £45.83 £55.00

Tablet holders for rear of front seats. O - £45.83 £55.00

Service and warranty

Extended warranty Total 4 years or 80,000 miles. O O £250.00 £300.00

Extended warranty Total 4 years or 100,000 miles. O O £283.33 £340.00

Extended warranty Total 5 years or 100,000 miles. O O £525.00 £630.00

Service Plan Your first two services. O O £400.00 £480.00

Optional equipment - continued

O Optional ● Standard – Not available
Please note: Some combinations of options can cause the vehicle to be unbuildable.  
Please speak to your local Škoda Retailer or visit skoda.co.uk to configure your required specification. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.
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VED (Vehicle Excise Duty)  
from 1st april 2023

VED Band
CO2  

(g/km)

Petrol car/diesel 
car* (tax class 48 
and 49) 12 months

Diesel car**
(tax class 49)
12 months

Alternative fuel  
car (tax class 59)  
12 months

A 0 £0 £0 £0 

B 1-50 £10 £30 £0 

C 51-75 £30 £130 £0 

D 76-90 £130 £165 £120 

E 91-100 £165 £185 £155

F 101-110 £185 £210 £170 

G 111-130 £210 £255 £200 

H 131-150 £255 £645 £245 

I 151-170 £645 £1,040 £635 

J 171-190 £1,040 £1,565 £1,030 

K 191-225 £1,565 £2,200 £1,555 

L 226-255 £2,220 £2,605 £2,210 

M over 255 £2,605 £2,605 £2,595 

BiK calculation example

Based on
Kodiaq SE L Executive 2.0 TSI 190PS DSG 4x4

P11D value £41,520.00

Company car BiK tax based on CO2 emission level 37%

Taxable BiK (for 2023/2024 tax year): 37% of £41,520.00 £15,362.40

Annual company car tax (2023/24)

20% income tax  20% of £15,362.40 £3,072.48

40% income tax 40% of £15,362.40 £6,144.96

Monthly company car tax (2023/24)

20% income tax  £3,072.48 divided by 12 months £256.04

40% income tax £6,144.96 divided by 12 months £512.08

Company car tax is based on the vehicle’s carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The higher the emissions, the 
higher its tax liability. When a company car is made available for private use a ‘Benefit in Kind’ value is 
calculated for tax purposes. The table above will help you calculate your tax liability.

P11D (expenses and benefits)
The P11D value is calculated by taking the On The Road (OTR) price for the vehicle, less the Road Fund 
Licence (RFL) and First Registration Fee (FRF). 

BiK (Benefit in Kind)
The BiK percentage value is based on the CO2 emissions of the vehicle for the current tax year 2023/2024.

OTR (On The Road)
Recommended ‘On The Road’ prices include delivery, 12 months Road Fund Licence,  
DVLA First Registration Fee and apply to the UK only.

VED (Vehicle Excise Duty)
All vehicles will be subject to Vehicle Excise Duty based on the fuel type of the vehicle and 
its carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions level, measured in grams per kilometre (g/km). Due to 
changes in vehicle emissions data, CO2 figures may differ on these vehicles if taken from 
current Škoda UK stock.

Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) is correct at time of publication, but this may alter to reflect any change in the 
applicable VED rate. 

* This rate applies to diesel cars tested to real driving emissions step two (RDE2) standards

** This rate applies to diesel vehicles that do not meet the real driving emissions step two (RDE2) standards. 

Note: Vehicles with a list price exceeding £40,000 (including factory installed options, delivery charge, number 
plates and VAT) will pay an additional £390 plus the standard rate VED from year 2 to, and including, year 6. 
After the 6th year only the standard rate VED will apply. 
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Technical specification

CO2 emissions  
WLTP - Combined* 
-  (g/km)

Standard Euro Emissions AdBlue tank  
capacity - Litres

Transmission  Acceleration  
0 - 62 mph -  
secs

Engine  
Torque -  
Nm

Max Speed -  
MPH (Km/h)

WLTP* -  
Combined  
mpg (l/100km)

SE L Executive (7 seats) 1.5 TSI 150 PS DSG ACT** 164 - 168 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant N/A 7 Speed Automatic 9.8 250 126 (203) 39.2 (7.2) - 38.0 (7.4)

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TSI 190 PS DSG 4x4 183 - 187 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant N/A 7 Speed Automatic 7.8 320 132 (214) 35.1 (8.1) - 34.2 (8.2)

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG SCR** 146 - 150 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant 20 7 Speed Automatic 9.9 360 126 (203) 50.6 (5.6) - 49.4 (5.7)

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG 4x4 SCR** 161 - 165 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant 20 7 Speed Automatic 9.8 360 123 (198) 46.0 (6.1) - 44.7 (6.3)

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 200 PS DSG 4x4 SCR 174 - 179 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant 20 7 Speed Automatic 7.9 400 133 (215) 42.6 (6.6) - 41.4 (6.8)

SportLine (7 seats) 1.5 TSI 150 PS DSG ACT** 164 - 168 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant N/A 7 Speed Automatic 9.8 250 126 (203) 39.1 (7.2) - 38.1 (7.4)

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TSI 190 PS DSG 4x4 183 - 187 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant N/A 7 Speed Automatic 7.8 320 132 (214) 35.0 (8.1) - 34.3 (8.2)

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG 4x4 SCR** 161 - 165 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant 20 7 Speed Automatic 9.8 360 123 (198) 45.9 (6.2) - 44.8 (6.3)

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 200 PS DSG 4x4 SCR 174 - 178 EU6d RDE Step 2 Compliant 20 7 Speed Automatic 7.9 400 133 (215) 42.5 (6.6) - 41.5 (6.8)

*    Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted 
(post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. Data correct at 1st June 2023. Choice of wheels and other options may affect fuel consumption and emissions data. For more information, please see skoda.co.uk/owners/wltp-info or consult your retailer.

** Only available from stock.. Please check availability with your local Škoda Retailer. 
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Tyre Size - front and rear Gross  
Vehicle  
Weight - kg 

Max. Towing Weight -  
Braked 12% /  
8% gradient - kg***

Max. Towing  
Weight -  
Unbraked - kg***

Minimum 
Kerbweight  
(with driver) - kg

Minimum 
Kerbweight  
(without driver) - kg

Nose weight - kg

SE L Executive (7 seats) 1.5 TSI 150 PS DSG ACT** 235/50 R19 99V (polymer coating) 2,275 1,800 / 1,800 750 1,654 - 1,764 1,579 - 1,689 100

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TSI 190 PS DSG 4x4 235/50 R19 99V (polymer coating) 2,426 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,767 - 1,878 1,692 - 1,803 100

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG SCR** 235/50 R19 99V (polymer coating) 2,436 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,781 - 1,890 1,706 - 1,815 100

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG 4x4 SCR** 235/50 R19 99V (polymer coating) 2,534 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,845 - 2,021 1,770 - 1,946 100

SE L Executive (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 200 PS DSG 4x4 SCR 235/50 R19 99V (polymer coating) 2,534 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,845 - 2,021 1,770 - 1,946 100

SportLine (7 seats) 1.5 TSI 150 PS DSG ACT** 235/45 R20 100V (polymer coating) 2,275 1,800 / 1,800 750 1,654 - 1,764 1,579 - 1,689 100

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TSI 190 PS DSG 4x4 235/45 R20 100V (polymer coating) 2,426 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,767 - 1,878 1,692 - 1,803 100

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 150 PS DSG 4x4 SCR** 235/45 R20 100V (polymer coating) 2,534 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,845 - 2,021 1,770 - 1,946 100

SportLine (7 seats) 2.0 TDI 200 PS DSG 4x4 SCR 235/45 R20 100V (polymer coating) 2,534 2,000 / 2,000 750 1,845 - 2,021 1,770 - 1,946 100

Technical specification – continued

Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

**    Only available from stock. Please check availability with your local Škoda Retailer. 

***  Please note, if a tow bar or tow bar preparation is not fitted on the car, the VIN plate may not show any towing weights and the car will never be eligible for towing. As such it may not be possible to retrospectively fit a tow bar if the car is not fitted with tow bar preparation at Factory. Please speak to your Retailer 
to confirm the exact towing eligibility.
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SE L Executive  
(7-seat)

1,660 1,681 4,697 2,790 2,005 765 270

SportLine  
(7-seat)

1,666 1,686 4,699 2,790 2,005 765 270

Dimensions (7-seat)Dimensions (5-seat)
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Additional information

Škoda Financial Services

Škoda Financial Services offer a wide range of finance, insurance and servicing  
packages designed to fit your needs.  

We specialise in providing simple and convenient funding options for drivers.  
The Solutions Personal Contract Plan offers a flexible, fixed-rate plan designed  
around your budget, by deferring a proportion of the car’s value until the end of the 
agreement. This means a significantly lower monthly repayment compared to a loan  
or hire purchase agreement, so you can have more car for your money or just reduce  
the size of your repayments. 

You choose the size of your deposit, from as little as one monthly payment, and a 
repayment period that suits you. At the end of the term, there are three options:

1.  Part exchange your car for a new Škoda on a Solutions contract.
2.  Pay the optional final payment to own the car.
3.  Return the car (subject to terms and conditions).

Škoda Financial Services also offers hire purchase, contract hire and service and 
maintenance plans. Speak to your Škoda Retailer for your personalised quotation today. 

T&Cs apply. Škoda Financial Services. 

Škoda Car Insurance

Complimentary Škoda Drive Away Insurance

Every new and Approved Used Škoda comes with five days’ complimentary insurance 
cover, getting you on the road quickly and easily so you can enjoy the things that matter. 
Škoda Drive Away Insurance is designed specifically for your Škoda and guarantees that 
your car will be repaired in a Škoda Approved Repairer. Speak to your Škoda Retailer for 
more details.

Subject to eligibility. 

We will also provide you with an annual quote, with no additional questions asked,  
so you can continue to enjoy all the benefits Škoda Car Insurance offers.

Read on for more details.

Škoda Car Insurance 

Škoda Car Insurance offers quality service and support when you need it most, with a 
policy tailored specifically for your Škoda. Just as you’d expect from Škoda, our annual car 
insurance provides comprehensive cover, with lots of benefits included at no extra cost.

Insure your car with Škoda and relax knowing we only use Škoda trained technicians,  
who know your car inside out, and Škoda genuine parts*, giving you the peace of mind 
that your Škoda will be repaired to the same high standards as before and to original 
manufacturer specifications.

*Excludes windscreen claims.

There’s a lot to like about being a Škoda driver. 

Get a quote or find out more at insurewithskoda.co.uk/car-insurance 

Alternatively, call us on 0345 246 9091. Lines are open 8am-8pm Monday to Friday  
and 9am-5pm Saturday. 

Škoda Car Insurance is underwritten by U K Insurance Limited. Calls may be recorded.

Škoda Financial Services is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited (“VWFS UK”), registered in 
England and Wales No.2835230 (registered office: Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 
5LR). Until 31st October 2022 Volkswagen Insurance Service (Great Britain) Ltd operates as an appointed representative 
of VWFS UK, after this date all references to Volkswagen Insurance Service (Great Britain) Ltd should instead be read 
as VWFS UK. VWFS UK is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. VWFS UK and U K Insurance 
Limited are not part of the same corporate group.

Škoda Gap Insurance

What is Škoda Gap Insurance? 

If your Škoda is written off, your motor insurer will usually pay out based on the current 
market value of your vehicle. This could be a lot less than its original value and therefore may 
leave you with an unexpected shortfall. 

Our Gap Insurance helps to cover the gap left by this shortfall to get you back in a new  
Škoda or help pay off any outstanding finance, lease or hire agreement.

There are two options for you to choose from:

Škoda Gap Insurance

This pays the difference between the write off settlement from your motor insurer  
and the price you paid for your Škoda or the outstanding balance payable to the  
finance company, whichever is the greater amount.

If your vehicle is leased or hired, Škoda Gap Insurance will cover the difference  
between the write off settlement from your motor insurer and the early termination 
charge. This includes any rentals paid in advance as a deposit up to £2,000.  

Cover lasts for 36 months and the maximum claim limit is based on your vehicle  
purchase price.

Škoda Gap Insurance Plus

In addition to all the benefits of Škoda Gap Insurance, the Škoda Gap Insurance  
Plus policy includes a 12-month fixed benefit. This will start once your 36-month  
Gap Insurance cover ends.

If your vehicle is written off during the additional 12-month fixed benefit period of 
insurance, Škoda Gap Insurance will pay a fixed sum of £2,500.

Why choose us?

Škoda Gap Insurance gives you the financial protection your Škoda deserves. So you  
can relax knowing that if you need to make a claim, we could help you get back into a 
replacement Škoda. 

To discover the additional benefits and full terms and conditions, please refer to the  
Cover Booklet.

For more information about Škoda Gap Insurance, please speak to your nearest participating 
Škoda Retailer or go online www.insurewithskoda.co.uk/gap-insurance

Škoda Financial Services is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited (“VWFS UK”). Registered office: 
Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR.

Škoda Gap Insurance is administered by Car Care Plan Limited and underwritten by Motors Insurance Company Limited.

VWFS UK is not part of the same corporate group as Motors Insurance Company Limited and Car Care Plan Limited.

Service and maintenance

Our range of servicing and maintenance plans will help to keep your Škoda in prime 
condition. Plus, the price is fixed so you won’t be caught out by any unbudgeted costs. 

All our service plans use genuine Škoda approved parts and trained technicians so you 
know your car is in the hands of experts. Parts and labour also come with two years 
warranty too.

Service Plan for cars under a year old 

This covers your first 2 services for a fixed payment, protecting you from inflation.  
You can choose to pay upfront or monthly across 24 monthly payments. The service  
plan includes a maximum of one oil service and one oil and inspection service with  
pollen filter change. The vehicle service regime affects the entitlement service plan if  
you choose to purchase this.

Our service plans are designed for customers that travel 10,000 miles or less per year.  
If you travel over 10,000 miles per year, or would prefer to add maintenance or tyres, 
then speak to your Škoda Retailer to create a more tailored service plan.

Exclusions, terms and conditions apply. Servicing must be carried out in line with the requirement of the service schedule.  
All work must be carried out at a Škoda Authorised Repairer. Additional work, including wear and tear, is excluded.  
Freepost Škoda Financial Services.

Škoda Financial Services is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited, Brunswick Court,  
Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR Registered in England number 2835230.

Service intervals

When you order your Kodiaq, you can choose whether your car is on a fixed or a flexible 
service regime. Your Škoda retailer will help you decide which regime suits how your car 
will be driven, enabling your car to stay in the best possible shape.

Fixed regime: service every 10,000 miles or one year (whichever comes first).

This is recommended if the vehicle is likely to be used in the following way:

>  Driven fewer than 10,000 miles per annum. 

>  Mainly short journeys, driven mostly in towns or cities.

>  High vehicle loading/towing and frequent hill climbs.

>  Heavy accelerating and braking, using high revs.

Flexible regime: Sensors in the engine detect when a service is needed. A service light  
will show between 9,000 and 20,000 miles or up to 24 months (whichever comes first).

The flexible service regime is recommended for vehicles with a daily mileage of  
more than 25 miles where the vehicle is driven regularly and mainly at a constant  
speed with minimum vehicle and engine loading, minimal towing and driven in an 
economical manner.
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Additional information – continued

Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of 
factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. Data correct at 1st June 2023. Choice of wheels and other options may affect fuel consumption and emissions data. For more information, 
please see skoda.co.uk/owners/wltp-info or consult your retailer.

Škoda UK may change RRPs at any time (this includes where there are government changes in regulation and/or legislation). There may be a delay to any RRP displaying correctly on our materials.  
Always obtain prices from your chosen Škoda Retailer. 

The information in this document referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was created. 

Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this document is not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this document depict left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown.  
Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your Škoda Retailer who will be notified of any changes as they occur. Information regarding tyre technical specifications can be found by visiting the Škoda car configurator here.

Roadside assistance

A three year, European-wide, unlimited mileage Škoda Assistance policy comes free of 
charge with every new Škoda. There’s a team of specially trained technicians who carry 
the right diagnostic equipment and parts to get you back on the road as quickly  
as possible in the unfortunate event of a breakdown.

Provided in partnership with the AA. Exclusions and terms and conditions apply.  
For details please speak to your local Škoda Retailer.

Customer services

Talk to us on 03330 037 504. No matter what the query, our dedicated call centre 
is always ready to listen. No matter how big or small the request, speak to one of our 
customer care advisors to see if they can help. The call centre is open Monday to  
Friday from 8.30am-5.30pm. You can also talk to one our advisors via live chat,  
on Monday to Friday from 8am-8pm.

A network that’s here to help

You can be sure that as a Škoda customer, your retailer will look after you from  
the moment you walk through the door and throughout the life of your Škoda.  
Your Kodiaq will be serviced and maintained by specially trained Škoda technicians,  
and when you need a spare part you’ll be happy to know that most are held in stock,  
or ordered within 24 hours. So if top class customer satisfaction is what you’re after, 
the Škoda network will be there for you.

Motability

People who are in receipt of one of the following allowances, and have at  
least 12 months remaining on their reward, may be eligible for a vehicle via the 
Motability scheme.

Higher Rate Mobility Component of the Disability Living Allowance (HRMC of DLA), 
Enhanced Rate of the Mobility Component of Personal Independence Payment  
(ERMC of PIP), War Pensioners’ Mobility Supplement (WPMS) or Armed Forces 
Independence Payment (AFIP).

For full details of the scheme, current model availability and pricing, please contact  
the Motability specialist at your local Škoda Retailer.

Warranty
Peace of mind with a Škoda warranty

In the first two years of owning your car, you’ll get the peace of mind of a two year 
unlimited mileage warranty. In addition, you’ll also get a further warranty on new 
vehicles supplied through the appointed retail network until the vehicle has completed 
60,000 miles or the end of the third year, whichever is sooner. Your Kodiaq also 
benefits from a three-year paint warranty and 12-year body protection warranty.

Exclusions and terms and conditions apply. 

Owning a Škoda

Three-year vehicle warranty from new
First two years unlimited mileage. 
Third year with 60,000 mile limitation, whichever is sooner. 
Four to five years Optional Extended Warranty.

Three-year paint warranty
Up to 12 years body protection.

Exclusions and limitations
Wear and tear components will only be considered under the terms of the warranty 
for the first of six months or 6,500 miles, whichever is soonest. These include, but are 
not limited to brake linings and disc pads, clutch release bearings, clutch pressure plates 
and centre plates, tyres, wiper blades, seat and backrest covers, floor coverings, spark 

plugs, batteries for key fobs and alarms, light bulbs and shock absorbers. Mechanical 
adjustments including but not limited to adjustments to doors, flaps, boot lids, bonnets 
and sunroof, brake adjustment, clutch adjustment, v belt adjustment, headlight 
adjustment, steering geometry adjustments and wheel balancing are excluded.

Damage (including but not limited to the following) is excluded:

>  Damage caused by your failure to take all reasonable steps to prevent mechanical 
damage from occurring.

>  Damage or defects caused by not having the vehicle serviced in accordance with  
the manufacturer’s guidelines.

>  Damage or defects caused by improper use of the vehicle, neglect or use of the 
vehicle for motor sports activities.

> Damage caused by an accident.

>  Damage to paintwork or chrome caused by external influences, such as climatic, 
chemical or industrial pollution.

>  Damage resulting from the use of non-original replacement parts. 

Routine maintenance and servicing is not covered by the warranty. Incidental  
or consequential costs such as hotel charges, car hire, and loss of personal effects  
or income are not recoverable under the terms of the warranty.

Adding that little extra to your car
If the standard specification and factory fitted options aren’t enough for you,  
then why not take a look at our range of retailer fitted accessories? A separate 
accessories brochure can be found at your local retailer, or can be viewed online at:  
skoda.co.uk/owners/accessories-and-merchandise
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The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at 
which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and 
is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment 
shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your Škoda Retailer who will be notified of any changes 
as they occur.

UK 08/23
03330 037 504
skoda.co.uk
customerservices@skoda.co.uk

Build your own

https://cc.skoda-auto.com/gbr/en-GB/?utm_campaign=octavia_june2020&utm_content=config%09%09%09%09%09%09%09&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=brochure
https://www.skoda.co.uk
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